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части через классические компоненты в
штатном запасе работает. И после того
как я последний перевожу в музыку и
реализую первую партию я подожду. I

have had this synth for about two years now
and it is a great synth with many features..

however the GUI is very non-intuitive and it
is hard to keep the synth working as well as
you could. The collection of musicians in

this sample pack are from the years 1920 to
the 1950's. many of them aren't really

working with instruments anymore.. just
samples of them. its great for funk, soul and
R&B. In the first chapter there is a section
named 'trance parts' where there are many

samples to help you to create your own track.
Each of the other sections will give you a

good chunk of samples to create a track for
any genre. If you want to use all the sounds

in the pack with your own samples or
samples from other sources you should

download the free 'extractor' in the pack. It
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will take every sample out of the pack and
make it available in.WAV format. This is an
easy to use synth that has lots of features for
the money. Its a bargain. The 2d92ce491b
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